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Abstract. The formation of a domain-oriented sentence corpus by sen-
tence pattern rules is described. The same rules were transformed into
word networks to serve as a language model within a HTK based speech
recognition system. The performance of the word network language mo-
del was compared to the one of the bigram model.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, language models are mostly given by bigrams, 3-grams and generally
n-grams [1]. They are statistical models and the transition probabilities have to
be trained on large corpora.

An alternative approach is to use word networks which can be built directly
or by transformation of generic rules given by a sentence pattern grammar.

In the paper we describe a domain-oriented sentence corpus acquisition pro-
cedure on the example of the Slovene GOPOLIS sentence corpus [2]. Standard
domain-oriented sentences are transcribed by a sentence pattern grammar in
form of rewrite rules. The same rules were transformed into word networks to
serve as a language model within a HTK based speech recognition system. The
performance of the word network language model was compared to the one of
the bigram model.

2 Sentence Pattern Grammar

The GOPOLIS database is a large multi-speaker Slovene speech database, de-
rived from real situation dialogs concerning airline timetable information ser-
vices [2]. It was used within the SQEL multi-lingual speech recognition and
understanding dialog system.

A sentence corpus was drawn from listening to recordings of real situation
dialogs between anonymous clients inquiries and telephone operators. About 300
representative dialog sentences were drawn from the recordings, related only to
flight timetables. They were compiled into the form of rewrite rules to obtain
a generative sentence pattern grammar. Using this sentence pattern grammar,
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we produced 22,500 different sentences for short introductory inquiries, long in-
quiries and short confirmations. These sentences have been already used to for
training of a 3-gram language model [3] within the ISADORA speech recognition
system.

The grammar rules consist of words, keywords and meta symbols and they
have the following structure:

This (will be)/(is)/(was) a [really] nice ∗TIME EXPRESSION.
∗TIME EXPRESSION=day, morning, evening, week.

The / sign indicates the exclusive OR relation: one of the items, given in ro-
und brackets must be selected. The [] brackets stand for an optional item, which
can be selected or skipped during sentence generation. The keywords are marked
with a ∗. Their values are randomly chosen from lists given below the rules.

3 Word Network

Further we constructed a word network based on the rules described in the
previous section. We use the term word network according to the terminology
in the HTK recognition engine [4].

The main advantage of the word network language model is in that it can be
easily corrected or expanded while in other statistical models additional training
is needed for every modification of the language model. Other advantages are:
a word network built from rules represents a language model which defines all
syntactically legal word sequences that can be recognised; a word network is
integrated into the HMM framework within HTK; a word network can be easily
visualized, so it can provide fine and detailed control over rules; in a word network
we can simply transform one rule to another by insertion, deletion or substitution
of words or word sequences.

Word network language models are extremely efficient in automatic dialog
systems. We can easily insert a typical word sequence or phrase, which is often
used but it has not be foreseen in the model and rebuild the word network again
without additional training.

The transformation of a rule from a sequence of words and meta symbols
into a list of nodes representing words and list of arcs representing transitions
between words depending on the rule was performed automatically.

Each rule is represented by a subnetwork which is integrated into the word
network. In the word network we define only one entry node as a start node
marked as !NULL (according to HTK). Similarly, we define only one exit node
as the end node with the same mark. The two basic building blocks of the sub-
network are shown in Figure 1. A word sequence word1 (word2) / (word3)word4
associated with an exclusive OR relation / is shown in Figure 1(a). A word se-
quence word1 [word2]word3 associated with an optional item in [] brackets is
represented in Figure 1(b). These basic elements are combined according to the
sequence of meta symbols in the rule. Similarly, keywords marked with ∗ are
modelled using another subnetwork.
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Fig. 1. Two basic building blocks of the word network.

Figure 2 shows an example of a word subnetwork built from the rule
(dober (dan) / (vecer)) / (dobro jutro) [zelim] representing welcome greetings in
the Slovene language.

Fig. 2. Snapshot of the graphical visualisation tool interface representing a word
subnetwork from the above rule.

The main network consists of subnetworks which are in parallel and they have
the same start and end node. In the start node it is decided which subnetwork
(rule) will accept the current word sequence. When this decision has been made
then we can further choose only transitions (arcs) inside the current subnetwork
(rule). Transitions between subnetworks are not allowed. By introducing an arc
connecting the end and the start nodes a back-loop is established. In the given
example we used unweighted arcs. However, in other applications certain arcs can
be favourised with respect to the others by assigning them appropriate weights.

We developed a software that enables conversions of lists of arcs and nodes
to the HTK standard lattice format and vice versa.

3.1 Visualisation of Word Networks

We used a conceptual graph editor CharGer [5] for visualization of word net-
works and subnetworks. CharGer is an editor to create visual display of graphs
intended to support research projects and education. It was used for inspection
and correction of the improper transition arcs between nodes. This tool when
used as a word network visualisation interface (Figure 2) is very useful for ad
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hoc construction of simple language models for new application domains and for
creation of new rules to obtain a generative sentence pattern grammar.

4 Evaluation of the Language Model Performance

Finally, we show how the presented language model improves speech recognition
results in comparison to an unrestricted language model where all word transi-
tions are allowed. A word recogniser was built using the HTK toolkit. All the
acoustical model parameters were estimated on the training part of the GOPO-
LIS speech database.

Table 1. Word recognition scores in terms of correctness and accuracy (including in-
sertions, deletions and substitutions) for three different language models.

No Grammar Bigram Word Network
Model Model

Corr. Acc. Corr. Acc. Corr. Acc.
83.0% 80.6% 97.4% 95.8% 98.4% 97.8%

Table 1 shows the final word recognition score for three different language
models. The bigram model was trained on the extended GOPOLIS corpus [3].
The word network language model performed slightly better in comparison to
the bigram model since all the test sentences were incorporated within the word
network.

5 Conclusion

In the paper it was shown that an alternative approach to language modelling
with word networks is efficient in systems with strictly domain oriented-sentences
and mid-size vocabularies. Word networks can be modified without any additio-
nal training that is necessary in n-gram models. However, they can not recognise
word sequences that are not expected in the word network. For this reason it is
important to create rules that cover most syntactically correct word sequences
in the given application domain. We showed that this way of language modelling
for the GOPOLIS sentence corpus was successful.
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